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THE HISTORY AND EVOLUTION

Cargo forwarding or better known as "Logistics" industry was one of the most important economy 

sectors in providing cargo handling services to manufacturing industry and exporters/importers, starting 

to boom from 1970s in pace with the development of textiles garment manufacturing industry.

 

Thanks to the implementation of textiles garment export quotas coming into force on HK-made 

readymade wears, resulting in the fact that HK garment manufacturers/exporters took advantage of 

Macau for its quota-free regional condition, the industry could thus enjoy the benefi t of prosperity in 

this fi eld. It had been sustaining for some years before such quota system being implemented to include 

Macau made garments.

 

Subsequent to the elimination of textiles garment export quotas to US and EU from 2005 onward, 

more than 2,000 garment factories had closed down in the following 6 consecutive years, with some 

relocating to China cities in PRD, and some ceasing their production operation permanently.

 

This change of the economical climate has greatly threatened the survival of the Logistics industry 

of Macau, the operators of which lived on taking care routing orders of traffi c from their HK working 

partners, with few of them doing their sales activities to generate their own business in the market. 

Besides, they were not to be blamed, since most of transactions were concluded under the payment 

The Evolution and Transformation of Logistics Industry in 

Macau with its Future Outlook from my own overview

By Peter Kwok (Kok Lam) 
senior cargo logistics operator in Macau



terms of FOB Hong Kong, with very few deals being transacted under CIF or C&F European main 

ports and US destinations.

 

The fl uctuation in freight rising was one of the core elements which led to the trading payment 

terms being changed from CIF to FOB by the garment manufacturers in Macau, in an attempt to avoid 

aggravating the frequent soaring freight over their cost budget, thereby abating their profi tability.  Such 

trend so kept moving that direction, had left little room in the market for the cargo logistics industry 

to do their sales activities to generate so-called free-hand cargo business, because the shipping control 

was thus held in the hands of the buyers/consignees who normally preferred using their own favorite 

forwarders or shipping their goods directly through liners.

 

HOW FORWARDERS OF MACAU OPERATE THEIR BUSINESS

Freight forwarders in Macau were generally agents for their HK working partners, as well as 

shipping agencies for shipping lines, generally westbound for Europe and US destinations where most 

shipments were destined. They did not have to work hard for generating cargoes, since they could 

survive on nominated cargoes (routing orders) to maintain their business operations. Those days were 

the golden time of the Macau Logistics industry.

 

Such being the case and considering that the businesses were under nomination through their HK 

partners, and taken care by them, most Macau freight forwarders provided unattended and poor services 

to the local shippers with some extra itemized surcharges which provoked their dissatisfaction, thereby 

giving rise to lots of disputes. Such a phenomenon had sustained for years without any solutions except 

going through the intermediation to reach a compromise by the Chamber of Commerce and/or by 

commercial associations, acting as arbitrators.

 

Back to current market trend of today, Macau freight forwarders can no longer sit idly in the offi ce 
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waiting for business of routing orders to come in, but to struggle for survival, after the export quota 

system implementation coming to an end. The plummet figure in exports of readymade wears has 

tremendously threatened not only the manufacturing industry but also the cargo industry. Forwarders 

could not help but had to take necessary measures to source new markets if they wished to keep 

themselves survive from starvation.

 

THE ATTITUDE SHOWN BY MACAU SAR GOVERNMENT ON LOGISTICS INDUSTRY

Macau has its own international airport well established more than 10 years; however, the Macau 

SAR Government gave little care on its development in the past years, seeing that the cargo logistics 

promotion was always neglected to have left out without letting the cargo forwarding industry to 

participate such activities when there were delegations of tourism-related parties paying visits to 

enhance Macau sight-seeing programs in Asia, Europe, US and other countries. In consequence, the 

cargo industry was thus not moving under care in the direction of sustaining development, but on the 

contrary, was fading out year by year.

 

There should have been one thing at least the Macau SAR Government could do to help the 

industry, such as:

Sponsoring the loading and unloading ground TC by absorbing 50% of it = MOP0.55/Kg. on 

inbound and outbound cargo, in a way to lure more forwarders/importers/exporters using Macau 

airport, considering that the TC in most cities of China, is only around RMB0.30/Kg.(=MOP0.37/Kg) 

up and down, in contrast to that of Macau currently charged at: 

MOP1.15/Kg which is higher by 2 times of that in China. Numerous repeated petitions had been 

made to the relevant department of the SAR Government for consideration, but no response was 

reverted, unfortunately.



 HOW THE GAMING INDUSTRY BENEFITS MACAU LOGISTICS INDUSTRY

For inbound cargo movements by air and by maritime, consumed and used by casinos and 

hotels which has now become the core but leading dragonhead economy-driving industry in Macau, 

local forwarders could not benefi t from such prosperity, the reason being simple: Most Macau local 

forwarders, being SMEs (small/medium sized enterprises) are not well conditioned and well connected 

to penetrate into this potential market of inbound traffic for their under-capacities and less strong 

business relationships built. They can only act as the 3rd or 4th tier sub-contractors to provide the 

logistics services on local deliveries, customs clearance and perhaps, warehousing facilities through 

their HK working partners/agents who gained the handling operational jobs of the routing orders under 

nomination by their overseas branches, working partners and/or counterparts.  

 

The above descriptions have fully illustrated that international and leading commercial group 

enterprises and organizations including casinos and hotels, operating their business in Macau, normally 

contract their cargo movements to be taken care by those global leading well-known forwarders, whom 

they consider much more trustworthy and reliable. Macau SME forwarders are thus,by no way, in a 

position to have a fi nger in the pies, or be given a chance to play an important role as the fi rst contracted 

logistics service provided winners.

 

THE FORMATION OF MACAU LOGISTICS DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

The formation of the Macau Logistics Development Council which was long advocated by 

the cargo Industry, was finally established last year, headed under the organization by the SAR 

Government, in an attempt to gather collective useful and constructive views/opinions from the 

industry-related parties, including airport management unit, Government aviation department, 

grounding company, airlines, forwarders, truckers, customs, scholars and the like, for future planning 

and development. In spite of the fact that the SAR government has the great intention to boost/optimize 

the sustaining development of Macau airport and to help the cargo industry, yet the organization in 
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forming the said council was fallen into the hands of those offi cials who failed in deliberately selecting 

the right people to join this council. As a result, quite some of the appointed council members were 

neither the professionals, nor full-time logistics operators, or even not being involved in or irrelevant to 

the industry, whereas the senior full-time and lifetime professionals with multi-decades and dedicated 

working experience in the industry, were slammed outside the door without being given the opportunity 

to participate the council and its meetings, to voice out their constructive, indepth and far-visionary 

proposals, and to make their contributions on the future development scheme of the industry. It is with 

a great amount of doubts and interrogations how this council could function well with effective and 

progressive effect of development for the logistics industry, in the years ahead.

 

In order to boost more users forwarding their cargoes through Macau airport, the SAR Government 

must be all ears to listen to and to go through insightfully, the operational workprocess in every detail, 

so that all the flaws/weaknesses could be well grasped fully for revamping and streamlining the 

framework of the complete operations by axing in large scale, some obsolete, infl exible and outdated ill 

working habits to implement innovated reforms, in an aim to provide greater facilitation and effi ciency 

to the users.

 

EXPANSION OF MARKET SOURCE

Some local aggressive forwarders, seeing the market versatility in the past few years, have already 

intensified and re-engineered their marketing strategies by strongly implementing more dedicated 

efforts in inbound traffi c business and by offering more value-added services to their customers with 

no extra charges levied. Besides, some of them have also paved their own global agent and partner 

networking, in an effort to be in a better position to strengthen their business relationships with overseas 

partners for more business prospects of routing orders and for upgrading their ability to accept bulk 

cargoes (LCL shipments) with the term of door-to-door delivery service; however, the effect remains 

not so encouraging, due to the fi erce competitions of the existing cargo market and the heavy short-

falling of cargo volumes in the past 2-3 years which resulted in huge losses suffered.



Building a new market outlet for development is, indeed a very difficult task for local SME 

forwarders, in view of the past history and the habitual frameworking pattern which affl ict them much 

to create a new business sphere by which they could continue their trading to compete in the market.

 

China should be one of the potential markets in outbound cargo movements which all global 

freight forwarders in particular, for Hong Kong and Macau players, in consideration of their favourable 

conditions, such as social relations, language and similar cultures, have been eyeing to penetrate into 

it. However, China is also a market with very high risks and skills to take and to manage the business, 

and in addition, to deal with people of different strata, in particular with government offi cials whose 

cultures are somehow different. Forwarders and logistics service players have to learn, from the very 

beginning, the Chinese culture how to trade in this market. It was noted that in the past decade, there 

had been quite a good number of forwarders winding up their business in China for bad debts, lack of 

business supports, inabilities to adapt to the changeable business environment, and the rigid but crucial 

Chinese laws, forcing them to pull out of the market, though reluctantly. As a result, China is indeed a 

very tough market for SME forwarders to play, even though it is a very potential one.

 

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the future outlook of the cargo logistics industry in Macau is gloomy, just like 

having been cast over it by a shadow but remains optimistic, if the SAR Government can offer its help 

with more care and supports to the industry by doing something more with synergized efforts to re-

engineer it. At the moment, the local forwarders could do nothing but count on their own efforts to 

explore some other new market sources in other countries for their living and to bless themselves with 

luck to survive continuously and to wait patiently for the earlier recovery of the global economy to 

emerge. 
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